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1. Create metadata (tag the data)
2. (query metadata)
3. Find data of interest
4. (move data)
5. (workflow)
6. Process and analyze data
7. retrieve data
The Challenge: Create Metadata for Data Identification

Metadata creation

Tagfiler
Collaborative data catalog web service

Formal Data Model

Data Provenance

Domain-specific terms in public lexicons
Data integration architecture approaches

**Data Warehouse(s)**

- Extract Transform Load
- Relational DB Ex: HID
  - Schema1
- Web Service Ex: XNAT
  - Schema2
- XML DB Ex: eXist-db
  - Schema3

Transform data into common schema and load into one or more warehouses

**Mediation between Data Sources**

- Mediator
  - Schema Translation
  - Distributed Query Evaluation
  - Live Queries

- User / Application
- Common Schema, Data Model
- Different Schemas, Data Models

- Relational DB Ex: HID
  - Schema1
- Web Service Ex: XNAT
  - Schema2
- XML DB Ex: eXist-db
  - Schema3

Mediator translates queries for each individual source, while data and local schemas stay the same
BIRN Mediator provides deep integration across complex data sources, with access control and encryption while supporting complex queries.

User query: patients with rectal bleeding grade 2+ treated with dose of 70 Gy

Integrated results

Security: Encryption, Authentication, Authorization,

Query Optimization/Execution

Reconcile Semantics/Query Rewriting

Source queries/results

Prostate Radiation

Prostate Clinical

Head/Neck Radiation

Head/Neck Clinical
The Challenge:
Moving and Sharing Data Easily – Globus Online

• Globus Online
  – Hosted service with “fire-and-forget” transfers
  – Cloud service can be used as endpoint
  – Web, command line, and representational state transfer (REST) interfaces
  – User/Group management with BIRN Access

• Globus Connect
  – transfer files to and from your local machine
  – Installed and run as a user w/o admin privileges
  – Outbound connections only, works behind a firewall

• Globus Connect Multiuser
  – Create transfer endpoints in minutes
  – Enable multi-user access for a resource
  – GridFTP + MyProxy server + Certificate Authority
The Challenge: Customization of Processing and Analysis

- Galaxy and LONI-based Pipeline Tools
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